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Six Weeks Period: 6th   Grade Level & Course: 7th ELAR WRITING 

Timeline:  33 days Unit Title: Generating Research Lesson #1  

Stated Objectives: 
TEK # and SE 

7.1(C) Present a critique of a literary work, film, or dramatic production, employing eye 
contact, speaking rate, volume, enunciation, a variety of natural gestures, and 
conventions of language to communicate ideas effectively. 
7.5a Establish purpose for reading assigned and self-selected texts. 
7.5F Make inferences and use evidence to support understanding. 
7.5E Make connections to personal experiences , ideas in other texts, and society. 
7.7 (A) Infer multiple themes within and across texts using text evidence. 
7.7 (B) Analyze how character’s qualities influence events and resolution of the conflict. 
7.7 (C) Analyze plot elements including the use of foreshadowing and suspense, to 
advance the plot 
7.7 (D) Analyze how the setting influences character and plot development 
7.8 (A) Demonstrate knowledge of literary genres such as realistic fiction, adventure 
stories, historical fiction, mysteries, humor, myths, fantasy, and science fiction. 
7.9(A) Explain the author’s purpose and message within a text. 
7.9D Describe how the author’s use of figurative language achieves a specific purpose. 
7.11B Compose informational text, multi paragraph essays that convey information about 
a topic, using clear controlling ideas or thesis statements. 
7.12 Identify and gather relevant information from a variety of sources. 
7.12A Generate student-selected and teacher guided questions for formal and informal 
inquiry. 
7.12B Develop and revise a plan. 
7.12C Refine the major research question. 
7.12J Use an appropriate mode of delivery, whether written, oral, or multimodal to 
present results. 
7.17D Produce a multimedia presentation involving text and graphics using available 
technology. 
 
 
 
 

See Instructional Focus Document (IFD) for TEK Specificity 

Key Understandings ▪ Researchers gather and present findings from different sources for specific 
purposes. 

▪ Researchers use reliable sources to validate their research and cite sources 
appropriately. 

▪ Multimedia presentations provide an effective approach to share ideas on a given 
topic. 

▪ Readers use strategies to support interpretation of text. 
▪ Understanding new words and concepts enhances comprehension and oral and 

written communication. 



 

 

Misconceptions Students may need clarification on summarization, paraphrasing, and plagiarism. 
Plagiarism means using another person’s written work or idea and claiming it as one’s 
own original work. Writers, artists, and publishers have copyrights (the legal rights to 
control the use and reproduction of works) which protect against plagiarism. In order to 
avoid plagiarism, students must learn to summarize, paraphrase, synthesize, and explain 
information from other sources in their own words while providing the appropriate 
citations that credit the original authors and works. Citations are also necessary when 
using direct quotes. 

Key Vocabulary  ● Constructs (noun) –  the relationships between ideas 
● Paraphrase – to restate the meaning of something in different words; paraphrasing 

alters the exact wording of the source and transmits its ideas or information without 
evaluation or interpretation. 

● Summarize – to reduce large sections of text to their essential points and main ideas 
- Note: It is still important to attribute summarized ideas to the original source. 

● Bibliographic information – the locating information about a source (i.e., book, 
journal, periodical, or Web site) - For example, a book’s bibliographic information 
consists of author, title, place of publication, publisher, and date of publication. 

● Plagiarize – to present the ideas or words of another as one's own without crediting 
the source 

● Reliable source – a credible or believable source                                                 

 

Suggested Day 
5E Model 

Instructional Procedures 
(Engage, Explore, Explain, Extend/Elaborate, Evaluate) 

Materials, Resources, 
Notes 

Day 1  
Monday, April 11 
Explore 
 

7.1C 
7.5A 

 

WRITING (45 minutes) 
Using the passage, “Helping Hands,” write a 
paragraph response explaining the summary of the 
story using the method “Somebody, Wanted, But, So, 
Then.”  Apply transition words to help connect your 
ideas. 
Somebody:  Main Character 
Wanted:  What did the main character want? 
But:  What was the conflict? 
So:  What was the character realization in solving the 
problem?  (Usually the climax of the story) 
Then:  Resolution of the story signifying the theme. 
 

-Passage:  “Helping 
Hands”  

Day 2  
Tuesday, April 12 
Engage 
Explore 
Explain 
Extend/Elaborate 
Evaluate 

7.1C 
7.5A 
7.11B 

WRITING (45 minutes) 
• If you used passage, “From Winter Hibiscus”, write a 

short, constructed response to the question:  What is 
revealed about the character by the use of flashbacks 
in the story?  Use text evidence to support your 
response. 

• If you used passage “from Airball:  My Life in Briefs”, 
write a short, constructed response to the question:  
Why was it ironic that the narrator is not good at 
playing basketball?  Use text evidence to support your 
response. 

• Have the students go through the writing process to 
complete the responses:  Brainstorm, prewrite, rough 
draft, revise, edit, and final copy. 

Reading passage:  “From 
Winter Hibiscus” 
 
Reading Passage:  “From 
Airball: My Life in Briefs” 
 
Revising and editing 
Passage: “Dudley” from the 
2015 released STAAR 
Writing Test (Go to the 
archived released STAAR 
tests on TEA website) 
 



 

 

• For early finishers:  Have them begin the fictional 
revising passage, “Dudley” using their E.L.F. 
strategies. 

Day 3 
Wednesday, April 13 
Engage 
Explore 
Explain 
Extend/Elaborate 
Evaluate 

7.5F 
7.7B 
7.7C 
7.7D 
7.8A 
7.9A 
7.9D 

WRITING (45 minutes) 
Ø !"#$%&'()$*'&%+",'*$,%(+%"*)%&-",$%,$&+.*&$&%"*)%
/01%"*2%30&'"4$&5%

Ø !"#$%&.3$%&'()$*'&%&-",$%60'-%'-$%78"&&5%
Ø 9$#0$6%'-$%:!"*);..4%./%<'28$=%0*%'-$%)07'0.*",$%60'-%
'-$%&'()$*'&%&.%'-$2%7"*%(&$%0'%'.%/0*0&- the fictional 
revising passage, “Dudley” using their E.L.F. 
strategies.  Also, have them write a summary to the 
story using “Somebody, Wanted, But, So, Then.%

Ø >,$&$*'%&'()$*'&%60'-%'-$%$1'$*)$)%,$&+.*&$%+,.3+'%
(&0*?%.*$%./%'-$%+"&&"?$&%/,.3%'-0&%6$$45%%>,.3+'@%%
A,0'$%"*%$1'$*)$)%,$&+.*&$%$&&"2%";.('%-.6%'-$%

"('-.,%&(77$&&/(882%,$+,$&$*'$)%'6.%&'.,2%$8$3$*'&%
B&'()$*'%7-.07$C%60'-0*%'-$%+"&&"?$5%%D$'%'-$3%4*.6%
'-"'%6$%6088%;$%6,0'0*?%"%80'$,",2%7,0'0E($%"*)%0*'$?,"'0*?%
,$&$",7-%60'-0*%'-$%$&&"25%

Ø <'$+&@%

F5 G0#$%'-$%&'()$*'&%:<'()$*'%H.+2%./%I07'0.*"8%<'.,2%
D0'$,",2%H,0'0E($%J&&0?*3$*'%<'$+%;2%<'$+=5%%A.,4%
.*%:K"2%F=%&80)$&5%%L-0&%+"74$'%6088%;$%(&$)%
'-,.(?-.('%'-$%$&&"2%"&&0?*3$*'5%

M5 L$88%'-$%&'()$*'&%'.%;,"0*&'.,3%M%$8$3$*'&%'-$2%
6.(8)%804$%'.%7-..&$%/,.3%'-$%/07'0.*"8%$8$3$*'&%./%
'-$%&'.,2%'.%6,0'$%";.('@%%H-","7'$,0N"'0.*O%&$''0*?O%
7.*/807'O%7803"1O%,$&.8('0.*O%.,%'-$3$5%%%

P5 !"#$%'-$%&'()$*'&%7.+2%'$1'%$#0)$*7$%/,.3%'-$%
&'.,2%'-"'%0&%+,../%./%'-.&$%$8$3$*'&5%

Q5 L$88%'-$%&'()$*'&%'.%;,"0*&'.,3%-.6%'-.&$%
$8$3$*'&%-")%"*%0*/8($*7$%.*%'-$%.'-$,%+",'&%./%
'-$%+8.'%./%'-$%&'.,25%

Ø R*7$%'-$%&'()$*'&%-"#$%;,"0*&'.,3$)O%-"#$%'-$3%
+",'*$,%(+%'.%)0&7(&&%6-"'%'-$2%-"#$%7-.&$*%'.%6,0'$%
";.('%"*)%&-",$%'-$0,%;,"0*&'.,30*?5%%S*7.(,"?$%'-$3%
'.%;$%0*&+0,$)%;2%.'-$,T&%0)$"&5%

Ø !"#$%&'()$*'&%&-",$%.('%8.()%0*%78"&&%'.%3"4$%&(,$%
'-"'%'-$2%",$%.*%'-$%,0?-'%',"74%60'-%'-$%;,"0*&'.,30*?5%%
U/%'-$2%",$%-"#0*?%',.(;8$O%8$'%'-$3%4*.6%'-"'%6$%6088%

 
:<'()$*'%H.+2%./%I07'0.*"8%
<'.,2%D0'$,",2%H,0'0E($%
J&&0?*3$*'%<'$+%;2%<'$+=:  
Located in 7th grade writing 
resources folder in drive. 
 
Teacher Copy of Fictional 
Story Literary Critique 
Assignment Step by Step”:  
Located in 7th grade writing 
resources folder in drive. 
   
%%%% 



 

 

;$%,$#0&0'0*?%'-0&%'.3.,,.6O%"*)%'-$2%7"*%'-0*4%";.('%
'-$0,%0)$"&%(*'08%'-$*5%

 
 

Day 4 
Thursday, April 14 
Explore 
 

7.5F 
7.7B 
7.7C 
7.7D 
7.8A 
7.9A 
7.9D 

WRITING (45 minutes) 
Ø If the students completed the revising passage, 

“Dudley” using all of their E.L.F. strategies, have them 
partner up to compare answers.  Encourage them to 
come to the correct answer when they have 
discrepancies. 

Ø Evaluate the revising passage with the class, “Dudley” 
Ø Finish the brainstorming process for the literary 

critique essay from the day before. 

  
 

Day 5 
Monday, April 18 
Engage 
Explore 
Explain 
Extend/Elaborate 
Evaluate  

7.5F 
7.7B 
7.7C 
7.7D 
7.8A 
7.9A 
7.9D 

WRITING (45 minutes) 
Ø Teach the lesson and have the students take notes 

over the introduction of how to write a literary critique.  
There are videos to watch, notes to take, and the 
analyzing of an example of a literary critique.  Break 
this into two days. 

 
 

“Literary Critique 
Introduction” google slides 
presentation:  Located in 
7th grade writing resources 
folder in drive. 
 
“Student Notes:  Literary 
Critique Introduction” 
google slides presentation:  
Located in 7th grade writing 
resources folder in drive. 
 
 
 

Day 6 
Tuesday, April 19 
Explore 
 

7.12 
7.12A 

 

WRITING (45 minutes) 
Ø Finish the lesson over the introduction to a 

literary critique from the day before. 
Ø Check for understanding using a spice it up 

technique of choice. 
 
 

“Literary Critique 
Introduction” google slides 
presentation:  Located in 
7th grade writing resources 
folder in drive. 
 
“Student Notes:  Literary 
Critique Introduction” 
google slides presentation:  
Located in 7th grade writing 
resources folder in drive. 
 

Day 7 
Wednesday, April 20 
Engage 
Explore 
Explain 
Extend/Elaborate 
Evaluate 

7.12 
7.12A 

 

WRITING (45 minutes) 
Ø Now that the students understand more about how to 

write a literary critique, we will revisit our 
brainstorming for “Day 1” on “The Literary Critique 
Step by Step” student packet. 

Ø Students will need to write their thesis statement for 
the essay using key words from the prompt +the 
elements they will discuss in the essay.  Use the 
presentation notes to help the students. 

Ø Have students partner up and check each other’s 
thesis statements.  Have some students share in 
class. 

Ø  

:<'()$*'%H.+2%./%I07'0.*"8%
<'.,2%D0'$,",2%H,0'0E($%
J&&0?*3$*'%<'$+%;2%<'$+=:  
Located in 7th grade writing 
resources folder in drive. 
 
Teacher Copy of Fictional 
Story Literary Critique 
Assignment Step by Step”:  
Located in 7th grade writing 
resources folder in drive. 
 



 

 

Day 8 
Thursday, April 21 
Engage 
Explore 
Explain 
Extend/Elaborate 
Evaluate 

7.12 
7.12A 

 

WRITING (45 minutes) 
Ø Explain to the students that before we begin 

researching information about our story elements, we 
need to review ways we can prevent plagiarism. 

Ø Give students the brain pop quiz paper from 
brainpop.com.  Have them try to answer the questions 
as a pretest. 

Ø Show the video with the captions, and allow students 
to take notes on the back of the quiz, frequently 
pausing so they can copy the important information. 

Ø Have the students, then, use the notes to answer the 
questions as a post test. 

Brainpop.com plagiarism 
quiz and video  

Day 9 
Friday, April 22 
Extend/Elaborate 
 

7.12 
7.12A 

7.12B 
7.12C 
7.12J 
  

WRITING (45 minutes) 
Ø Have the students who finished the brain pop quiz 

partner up and compare answers. 
Ø Evaluate the quiz together and go over the 

answers most frequently missed.  
Ø Have students get out their “Literary Critique, 

Step by Step” packet and turn to “Day 2”.  Using 
the information from the packet, explain the 
research requirements and procedures for the 
essay they are writing.  You might also show 
them the “Frozen II” example again.  This was in 
the “Literary Critique Introduction” presentation.  
They should have a copy of this from taking their 
notes.  In the 2nd body paragraph, there was a 
piece of research presented that explained 
information about mood. 

Ø Students begin researching information about the 
two story elements they have chosen to discuss 
in their essays. 

Brainpop.com plagiarism 
quiz and video  
 
“Student Notes:  Literary 
Critique Introduction” 
google slides presentation:  
Located in 7th grade writing 
resources folder in drive. 
 
:<'()$*'%H.+2%./%I07'0.*"8%
<'.,2%D0'$,",2%H,0'0E($%
J&&0?*3$*'%<'$+%;2%<'$+=:  
Located in 7th grade writing 
resources folder in drive. 
 
Teacher Copy of Fictional 
Story Literary Critique 
Assignment Step by Step”:  
Located in 7th grade writing 
resources folder in drive. 
 

Day 10 
Monday, April 25 
Engage 
Explore 
Explain 
Extend/Elaborate 
Evaluate 

7.12 
7.12A 

7.12B 
7.12C 
7.12J 
  

WRITING (45 minutes) 
Ø Students finish researching their 2 elements. 
Ø For early finishers, they will begin the revising and 

editing passage called, “The Science of Dunking” 
using their E.L.F. strategies. 

 

Revising and editing 
Passage: “The Science of 
Dunking” from the 2015 
released STAAR Writing 
Test (Go to the archived 
released STAAR tests on 
TEA website) 
 

Day 11 
Tuesday, April 26 
Extend/Elaborate 
 

7.12 
7.12A 

7.12B 
7.12C 
7.12J 
  

WRITING (45 minutes) 
Ø Students finish the revising and editing passage 

called, “The Science of Dunking” using their E.L.F. 
strategies. 

Ø If the students completed the passage using all of 
their E.L.F. strategies, have them partner up to 
compare answers.  Encourage them to come to the 
correct answer when they have discrepancies. 

Ø Evaluate the passage with the class. 
 

Revising and editing 
Passage: “The Science of 
Dunking” from the 2015 
released STAAR Writing 
Test (Go to the archived 
released STAAR tests on 
TEA website) 
 



 

 

Day 12 
Wednesday, April 27 
Engage 
Explore 
Explain 
Extend/Elaborate 
Evaluate 

7.12 
7.12A 

7.12B 
7.12C 
7.12J 
7.17D 
  

WRITING (45 minutes) 
Ø To get ready to create our outline for the literary 

critique, we will analyze one more example to get a 
better idea of writing this essay effectively. 

Ø Have students get out their “Literary Critique, Step by 
Step” packet and turn to “Day 3” which consists of the 
“Number the Stars” Literary Critique.  Each student 
will need 3 different colored writing utensils. 

Ø Use the Teacher copy to show the students the color 
coding of the different parts of the essay so that they 
understand the information that goes in each 
paragraph.  

:<'()$*'%H.+2%./%I07'0.*"8%
<'.,2%D0'$,",2%H,0'0E($%
J&&0?*3$*'%<'$+%;2%<'$+=:  
Located in 7th grade writing 
resources folder in drive. 
 
Teacher Copy of Fictional 
Story Literary Critique 
Assignment Step by Step”:  
Located in 7th grade writing 
resources folder in drive. 
 
 

Day 13 
Thursday, April 28 
Engage 
Explore 
Explain 
Extend/Elaborate 
Evaluate 

7.12 
7.12A 

7.12B 
7.12C 
7.12J 
7.17D 
  

WRITING (45 minutes) 
Ø Finish analyzing the “Number the Stars” Literary 

Critique with the students.  Explain to them that they 
will be able to refer back to this essay to help them 
write their own.  They can even get ideas on how to 
begin their sentences and how to incorporate their 
text evidence and research. 

Ø Have the students turn to “Day 4” of the packet and 
review how to create the outline to plan the main 
content of the essay. 

Ø Review the types of hooks we have discussed for 
introduction paragraphs:  Be an Authority, Imagery, 
Tomorrow Statement, funnel, turnabout, quotation, 
literary devices, without statement, etc. 

Ø Have students choose a type of hook and write it on 
their outline with their thesis statement to plan their 
introduction paragraph. 

:<'()$*'%H.+2%./%I07'0.*"8%
<'.,2%D0'$,",2%H,0'0E($%
J&&0?*3$*'%<'$+%;2%<'$+=:  
Located in 7th grade writing 
resources folder in drive. 
 
Teacher Copy of Fictional 
Story Literary Critique 
Assignment Step by Step”:  
Located in 7th grade writing 
resources folder in drive. 
 
Types of Hooks (Notes 
pages) 
 

Day 14 
Friday, April 29 
Extend/Elaborate 

7.12 
7.12A 

7.12B 
7.12C 
7.12J 
7.17D 
  

WRITING (45 minutes) 
Ø Show students the outline for the “Number the Stars” 

Literary Critique as an example. 
Ø <'()$*'&%/0*0&-%+8"**0*?%'-$%,$&'%./%'-$0,%$&&"2%60'-%"*%
.('80*$5 

:<'()$*'%H.+2%./%I07'0.*"8%
<'.,2%D0'$,",2%H,0'0E($%
J&&0?*3$*'%<'$+%;2%<'$+=:  
Located in 7th grade writing 
resources folder in drive. 
Teacher Copy of Fictional 
Story Literary Critique 
Assignment Step by Step”:  
Located in 7th grade writing 
resources folder in drive. 
 
Copy of Historical Fiction 
Literary Critique 
Assignment:  Located in 7th 
grade writing resources 
week 3 folder in drive. 
 

Day 15 
Monday, May 2 
Engage 
Explore 
Explain 
Extend/Elaborate 

7.12 
7.12A 

7.12B 
7.12C 
7.12J 
7.17D 

WRITING (45 minutes) 
Ø <'()$*'%/0*0&-%.('80*$5 
Ø Have students share outlines with a partner to check 

and make sure the essay is organized accurately. 
Ø Revising & Editing: #34 “Eating Disorder in Men?” 

Revising & Editing: #34 
“Eating Disorder in Men?” 
 



 

 

Evaluate    Ø Teacher begins meeting with each student to 
conference with them about their outlines. 

Day 16 
Tuesday, May 3 
Extend/Elaborate 
 

7.12A 
7.12B 
7.12C 

WRITING (45 minutes) 
� Students get caught up on their outline or any other part 

of the essay so far. 
� Students work on Revising & Editing: #34 “Eating 

Disorder in Men?” 
� Grammar Bytes activity (Teacher choice) 
� Teacher continues to conference with students about their 

outlines. 
 

“Eating Disorder in Men?”  
 
Grammar Bytes Activity 
 

Day 17 
Wednesday, May 4 
Engage 
Explore 
Explain 
Extend/Elaborate 
Evaluate 

7.12A 
7.12B 
7.12C 

WRITING (45 minutes) 
Ø Have students get out their “Literary Critique, Step by 

Step” packet and turn to “Day 7-12”. 
Ø Explain that we should all be on the rough draft step 

of the writing process.  Today we are going to 
complete the rough draft of our introduction paragraph 
with our hook and thesis.  Remind students that if 
they are having trouble, look at the “Frozen II” and 
“Number the Stars” examples. 

:<'()$*'%H.+2%./%I07'0.*"8%
<'.,2%D0'$,",2%H,0'0E($%
J&&0?*3$*'%<'$+%;2%<'$+=:  
Located in 7th grade writing 
resources folder in drive. 
 
Teacher Copy of Fictional 
Story Literary Critique 
Assignment Step by Step”:  
Located in 7th grade writing 
resources folder in drive. 
 

Day 18 
Thursday, May 5 
Engage 
Explore 
Explain 
Extend/Elaborate 
Evaluate 

7.12C WRITING (45 minutes) 
Ø If the students completed the passage “Eating 

Disorders in Men” using all of their E.L.F. strategies, 
have them partner up to compare answers.  
Encourage them to come to the correct answer when 
they have discrepancies. 

Ø Evaluate the passage and Grammar Bytes activity 
with the class. 

Ø Have students partner up and check each other’s 
introduction paragraph. Remind the students about 
using good transition words to help their ideas to 
connect. 

 

:<'()$*'%H.+2%./%I07'0.*"8%
<'.,2%D0'$,",2%H,0'0E($%
J&&0?*3$*'%<'$+%;2%<'$+=:  
Located in 7th grade writing 
resources folder in drive. 
 
Revising & Editing: #34 
“Eating Disorder in Men?” 
 
Grammar Bytes Activity 
 
 

Day 19 
Friday, May 6 
Extend/Elaborate 
 

7.12C WRITING (45 minutes) 
Ø Today we are going to complete the rough draft of our 

first body paragraph with our summary of the story. 
Use the format of “Somebody, Wanted, But, So, 
Then.  You do not have to have a piece of research in 
this paragraph, but if you want to, then you may. 

Ø Remind students that if they are having trouble, look 
at the “Frozen II” and “Number the Stars” examples. 

 

:<'()$*'%H.+2%./%I07'0.*"8%
<'.,2%D0'$,",2%H,0'0E($%
J&&0?*3$*'%<'$+%;2%<'$+=:  
Located in 7th grade writing 
resources folder in drive. 
 
Teacher Copy of Fictional 
Story Literary Critique 
Assignment Step by Step”:  
Located in 7th grade writing 
resources folder in drive. 
 
 



 

 

Day 20 
Monday, May 9 
 

7.12C WRITING (45 minutes) 
Ø Students will write the 2nd body paragraph of their 

literary critique.  Remind them that this will need to 
contain an explained story element, researched 
information about the story element, and the example 
from the text (text evidence) of how the author 
successfully represented that story element.  Another 
way to elaborate would this paragraph would be for 
the student to explain how that story element or part 
of the story influenced another part or story element. 

Ø Remind students that if they are having trouble, look 
at the “Frozen II” and “Number the Stars” examples. 
 

 
 
 

:<'()$*'%H.+2%./%I07'0.*"8%
<'.,2%D0'$,",2%H,0'0E($%
J&&0?*3$*'%<'$+%;2%<'$+=:  
Located in 7th grade writing 
resources folder in drive. 
 
Teacher Copy of Fictional 
Story Literary Critique 
Assignment Step by Step”:  
Located in 7th grade writing 
resources folder in drive. 
 

Day 21 
Tuesday, May 10 

7.12C WRITING (45 minutes) 
STAAR MATH 7 ASSESSMENT 

Ø Students finish the 2nd body paragraph and begin 
writing the 3rd body paragraph in the same manner.  

 
 
 

:<'()$*'%H.+2%./%I07'0.*"8%
<'.,2%D0'$,",2%H,0'0E($%
J&&0?*3$*'%<'$+%;2%<'$+=:  
Located in 7th grade writing 
resources folder in drive. 
 
Teacher Copy of Fictional 
Story Literary Critique 
Assignment Step by Step”:  
Located in 7th grade writing 
resources folder in drive. 
 

Day 22 
Wednesday, May 11 
Engage 
Explore 
Explain 
Extend/Elaborate 
Evaluate 

7.12C WRITING (45 minutes) 
STAAR READING 7 ASSESSMENT 

Ø Students finish the body section of their essay and 
partner up to read and help each other with mistakes 
on CUPS and word choice. 

 
 

:<'()$*'%H.+2%./%I07'0.*"8%
<'.,2%D0'$,",2%H,0'0E($%
J&&0?*3$*'%<'$+%;2%<'$+=:  
Located in 7th grade writing 
resources folder in drive. 
 
Teacher Copy of Fictional 
Story Literary Critique 
Assignment Step by Step”:  
Located in 7th grade writing 
resources folder in drive. 
 

Day 23 
Thursday, May 12 
Engage 
Explore 
Explain 
Extend/Elaborate 
Evaluate 

7.12C 
 

WRITING (45 minutes) 
Ø Students will write their conclusion paragraph.  

Review with them that this will need to contain a 
recommendation for the story and elaboration on why 
or why not. 

Ø Remind students that if they are having trouble, look 
at the “Frozen II” and “Number the Stars” examples. 
 
 

:<'()$*'%H.+2%./%I07'0.*"8%
<'.,2%D0'$,",2%H,0'0E($%
J&&0?*3$*'%<'$+%;2%<'$+=:  
Located in 7th grade writing 
resources folder in drive. 
 
Teacher Copy of Fictional 
Story Literary Critique 
Assignment Step by Step”:  
Located in 7th grade writing 
resources folder in drive. 



 

 

 
 

Day 24 
Friday, May 13 
Engage 
Explore 
Explain 
Extend/Elaborate 
Evaluate 

7.12C WRITING (45 minutes) 
Ø Students will revise and edit their essays using CUPS 

and ARMS.  Remind them once more about 
incorporating those transition words and phrases to 
connect their ideas. 

Ø Students, then, will type their final copies.  Review 
with them they way that they need to cite their 
research sources within the essay.  Look at the 
“Frozen II” and “Number the Stars” examples. 
 

 
 

 

-Bellringer 
Bellringer 
-“Losing the Penan”  
-Teacher model with 
highlighters 
Technology 
-Plan Outline (Graphic 
Organizer) 
-Daily Progress Log 
-Rubric 
 
 

Day 25 
Monday, May 16 
Engage 
Explore 
Explain 
Extend/Elaborate 
Evaluate 

7.12C 
 

WRITING (45 minutes) 
Ø Students will finish typing the final copy of their 

essays and complete their bibliography page.  Have 
them refer to the directions on the “Day 13” slide in 
the “Student Copy of Fictional Story Literary Critique 
Assignment Step by Step” packet. 

Ø Revising & Editing Passage #36: “Blogging” 
 

 
 

 

:<'()$*'%H.+2%./%I07'0.*"8%
<'.,2%D0'$,",2%H,0'0E($%
J&&0?*3$*'%<'$+%;2%<'$+=:  
Located in 7th grade writing 
resources folder in drive. 
 
Teacher Copy of Fictional 
Story Literary Critique 
Assignment Step by Step”:  
Located in 7th grade writing 
resources folder in drive. 
 
Revising & Editing 
Passage #36: “Blogging” 
 
 
 

Day 26 
Tuesday, May 17 
Engage 
Explore 
Explain 
Extend/Elaborate 
Evaluate 

7.11b 
7.12J 

 
 

WRITING (45 minutes) 
� Finish revising and editing passage: “Blogging” 
� Grammar Bytes Activity (Teacher Choice)  

Revising & Editing 
Passage #36: “Blogging” 
 
Grammar Bytes Activity 
 

Day 27 
Wednesday, May 18 
Engage 
Explore 
Explain 
Extend/Elaborate 
Evaluate 

7.11B 
7.12J 
7.17D 

WRITING (45 minutes) 
Ø If the students completed the passage “Blogging” 

using all of their E.L.F. strategies, have them partner 
up to compare answers.  Encourage them to come to 
the correct answer when they have discrepancies. 

Ø Evaluate the passage and Grammar Bytes activity 
with the class. 

 

Revising & Editing 
Passage #36: “Blogging” 
 
Grammar Bytes Activity 
 

Day 28 7.11B WRITING (45 minutes) Youtube videos 



 

 

Thursday, May 19 
Evaluate 

7.12J 
7.17D 

Ø Review the mythology genre to introduce the myth, 
“How Evil Came Into the World.”  Show these videos: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xlAdS7uWhLA!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pMdJxVjZMRI!
!

Ø Give the students the literary critique assignment with 
the story, “How Evil Came Into the World.” 

Ø Directions:  Read and annotate the myth, “How Evil 
Came Into the World.”  There should be a note written 
next to each paragraph.  Take notes over the literary 
devices such as:  
plot, characterization, setting, conflict, resolution,      
mood/tone, figurative language, theme, etc.   

Ø Have students write a summary using “Somebody, 
Wanted, But, So, Then” and the theme of the story.  
Come together and discuss. 
!
 

 

 
“How Evil Came Into the 
World” Literary Critique 
Assignment: Located in 7th 
grade writing resources 
week 5 folder in drive. 
 
 

Day 29 
Friday, May 20 
Evaluate 

7.11B 
7.12J 
7.17D 

WRITING (45 minutes) 
Ø Students will answer the questions over the myth, 

“How Evil Came Into the world.”  They will write using 
complete sentences. 

Ø Explain to the students that they will use the answers 
to the questions to complete a fill-in-the blank literary 
critique, so they need to make sure they get precise 
text evidence for the questions. 

 

“How Evil Came Into the 
World” Literary Critique 
Assignment: Located in 7th 
grade writing resources 
week 5 folder in drive. 
 
  

Day 30 
Monday, May 23 
Evaluate 

7.11B 
7.12J 
7.17D 

WRITING (45 minutes) 
Schoolwide Testing 
 
Ø Students complete the fill-in-the blank literary critique 

with the answers to their questions.  Then have them 
revise and edit the critique. 

Ø Have students begin the “Free Verse Poem and T-
Shirt Assignment.” 

 

“How Evil Came Into the 
World” Literary Critique 
Assignment: Located in 7th 
grade writing resources 
week 5 folder in drive. 
 
“Free Verse Poem and T-
Shirt Assignment.”: 
Located in 7th grade writing 
resources week 6 folder in 
drive. 
 
 
 
  

Day 31 
Tuesday, May 24 
Evaluate 

7.25C 
7.26 

WRITING (45 minutes) 
Schoolwide Testing 

 
Ø Students complete the fill-in-the blank literary critique 

with the answers to their questions.  Then have them 
revise and edit the critique. 

Ø Have students begin the “Free Verse Poem and T-
Shirt Assignment.” 

 

“How Evil Came Into the 
World” Literary Critique 
Assignment: Located in 7th 
grade writing resources 
week 5 folder in drive. 
 
“Free Verse Poem and T-
Shirt Assignment.”: 
Located in 7th grade writing 
resources week 6 folder in 
drive. 
 



 

 

Day 32 
Wednesday, May 25 
Early Release  

7.25C 
7.26 

WRITING (45 minutes) 
 

Ø Have students work on the “Free Verse Poem and T-
Shirt Assignment.” 
 

 

“How Evil Came Into the 
World” Literary Critique 
Assignment: Located in 7th 
grade writing resources 
week 5 folder in drive. 
 
“Free Verse Poem and T-
Shirt Assignment.”: 
Located in 7th grade writing 
resources week 6 folder in 
drive. 
 

Accommodations for 
Special Populations 

Accommodations for instruction will be provided as stated on each student’s (IEP) 
Individual Education Plan for special education, 504, at risk, and ESL/Bilingual.  

 


